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Some thoughts to share with you. You should prepare and help others

understanding of what you know and learn. Robber Barons controlled the planet

from as far back as the history books and science will let us understand. #Drugs,

#Lust #Gluttony, #Greed #Envy #Pride #Sloth #Wrath

This stuff has been a shadow on the #world. Through the list of words above defines the global issues. My goal and it should

be yours as well is to #uncover and #disclose the truth. The above list of words has had strangle hold on society for too long.

Drugs of all types have

been marketed to people in mass by #wizzards, #warlocks and it’s coordinated. #androchrome was and will continue to be

an ongoing war against the harvesting and use of it. Androchrome usage has plummeted and we can never let it happen

again.

We need to #heal and #recognize that

world wide leaders have for a long time profited on the death and slavery of you and me and the rest of the world. We have

all #suffered #traumas of all kinds from birth through life.

During the past 4+ years #WorldWarIII #TheFinalWar is being battled and the enemy is almost

defeated. The number of children missing each year has dropped because we have won a major victory and more victories

are being made every day.

Those that have driven us into slavery are now the slaves. It’s important that you understand and share the positive changes

that have

occurred at #WarpSpeed. The list is long and getting longer by the day.

For many years some #technologies #science created have been put to #evil use. We have been #programed by #tricks and

it wasn’t our fault. Wars have been the way the Robber Barons increased their powers.

Many of the Barons like the Rothchild family have been put to death. This is a surprise to most of you. If it was on the TV

news you would believe it. Many more Barons have been put to death loosening the death hold [they] had.

In the United States and all over the world those
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who committed #CrimesAgainstHumanity have been rounded up. The most dangerous offenders were put to death after

their #tribunal. All the tribunals have been recorded and soon these will become public.

Be prepared to learn that 9/11 was an inside job planned +50 years ago. It was

a ritual sacrifice by the group of robber barons who enslaved us. You are going to learn about #MarvinBush #NanoThermite

#FissionBombs.

You are going to learn the truth about the JFK incident both of them. There is a lot of great things in our future. Be prepared

to see a new

brave world form at speeds never thought possible.

#TheEnd.
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